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BLAST RATED Steel Doorsets



Blast Rated Steel Doorsets
Who uses Cosmos™ BR Blast Rated Doors?

Cubex are specialists and have been manufacturing for the High Security 
and Defence sectors since 2005. Our ability to provide high security and 
Blast Rated products and still maintain quality product aesthetics has 
placed us as market leader for projects for Ministry of Defence (MoD), US 
Embassies, Armouries, and CNI (Critical National Infrastructure) such as 
Airports etc. and Petrochemical Plants and Power Stations - where high 
dependence on product reliability is of highest importance. Cosmos™ BR 
Blast Rated Doors stand true to their trust in some of the most demanding 
environments and scenarios where non-performance is not optional. 

Do Cosmos™ BR Blast Rated Doors have a Warranty? 

Every door has a 10 Year Warranty from the date of installation as standard, 
giving you peace of mind in your investment. All Warranty validations are 
in accordance with Cubex Terms & Conditions, and Extended Warranty 
arrangements are available by application. 

What security features will my door come with?

We build products to the specification of the Client, and according to 
security standards. We also work closely with the Client Architects and with 
Security Consultants to ensure the secure product is delivered for the right 
aspects and purposes, and ensure the security rating required is delivered. 
All doors are manufactured to suit Blast Resisting Standards.

Are the Cosmos™ BR Blast Rated Doors thermally efficient?

Cosmos™ build doors of the highest specification, but it’s rarely without a 
challenge. Thermal efficiency can be achieved on the Cosmos™ BR Blast 
Rated Doors, however the build composition of the doorset can affect the 

U-Value. In the environment where Blast Rated Doors are required, it may not 
always be that the Thermal efficiency of the door is the highest importance. 
Once again, working closely with the Clients Architect, Security Consultants, 
and Threat Analyst will ensure the safety, security, and quality is delivered to you.

What hardware is available on Cosmos™ BR Blast Rated Doors?

We are able to supply Door hardware to suit the Cosmos™ BR Blast Rated 
range, and we offer a suited approach which means that all hardware 
matches whatever you order. Popular architectural finishes are Stainless 
Steel and Satin Stainless Steel (SSS). Our Technical Team will support you 
on available options with Cosmos™ BR Blast Rated Doors.

What Paint finishes can we have on Cosmos™ BR Blast Rated Doors?

We operate a Polyester Powder Coating plant, and have a reputation for our 
finishing that we are proud to tell you about! Your client can have any colour 
of their choice, and we hold a broad range of stock RAL finishes for you to 
choose from. Cubex are also recognised for their capability with specialist 
and bespoke finishes across a huge cross section of Industry demand. 
We also have renowned capability for Marine and Coastal finishes, besides 
bespoke colour choices to suit the environment – including live Military 
environments etc.  

Cosmos™ Fire Rating (FR)

Fire Rating may be key to your project in addition to Blast Rated 
requirements - Cosmos™ can incorporate Fire resistance up to 120 Minutes 
(FR120) in your door composition.

Call our Technical Team on + 44 (0)151 422 9111

Project Case Study: Ministry of Defence (MoD) Armouries
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